
ML-Series Puts Ergonomics in Reach
Freedom to Move.

Height-adjustable tables are universally accepted as a way to promote 

a healthier workforce. But for many, the solutions are not altogether 

affordable…until now.  

The ML-Series turns up performance expectations and puts quality height-

adjustable tables within economical reach. Cost-effective and reliable, the 

ML-Series provides a posture-changing solution without putting budgets 

in compromising positions. All so workers everywhere can exercise their 

perogatives to sit and stand throughout the work day.
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ML-Series
United we stand.
1.  Strong, silent type. 

Sleek, stylish, and exceptionally quiet, the 
ML-Series is ideal for any environment. 
The soft start and low-decibel operation, 
lets workers discreetly choose their most 
comfortable sit-stand positions without 
disruption.

2.  Smooth operator.  
Smooth and reliable operation is assured 
thanks to dual leg motors designed and 
tested to meet the integrity challenge, 
along with an anti-collision safety feature.

3.  Designed to rise.  
Vertical adjustability options range from 
24.5” to 50”.  Three base sizes:  2 stage base 
with 2 legs; or 3-stage base with 2 or 3 
legs. Optional Casters available. 

4.  Power meets style.  
The expandable frame accommodates 
a range of worksurface sizes and shapes 
(rectangular, 90-degree, and 120-degree) 
making it the perfect choice for any 
environment.
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 freedom
Use ML-Series tables as freestanding 
solutions, or integrate them easily into 
workstation environments. Perfect 
complement to our resourceful and 
inspirational e5™ series - a modular line of 
easy to install, power, reconfigure, specify, 
and afford workspace solutions.

versatile
Rev up productivity with the stability, 
reliability, and affordability of the ML-Series 
- one of the most sensible sit-to-stand 
solutions on the market today.

ML 120 DEGREE SURFACE

90 DEGREE 3-STAGE TABLE

ML RECTANGULAR SURFACE
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